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Sat Paul Mittal School organized AFS Virtual Class Cultural Exchange with Mexico 

 

Sat Paul Mittal School in collaboration with AFS India, partnered with Green Valley School, Peubla, 

Mexico coordinated a Virtual Class Exchange on 10th December, 2020 at 7:00 p.m. (IST) to foster 

intercultural dialogues. It was indeed a proud moment when the students of Class VI represented India 

in the India 2020- A Cultural Spectacle as ambassadors of the nation.  

The virtual session started with the exchange of pleasantries like Namaste and Hello from the 

respective countries. The hosts for the event, Anahita and Amaira of Grade VI left everybody 

spellbound with their oratorical prowess as they celebrated India’s richness and cultural diversity with 

the students from Mexico. Satyan Prisha Jain invoked blessings of Lord Ganesha with the Classical 

Indian Dance form- Kathak and Adityaraj created an idol of our most revered God, Lord Ganesha. 

Satyan Sankalp, Aarav Marjara, Kushagra, Samjot, Amaira, Jasjot and Arsheen showcased India’s rich 

and varied food history with mouth-watering cuisines. Namay, Divanshi and Shiven mesmerized 

everybody with their soulful performance through Mridangam, Keyboard and traditional Punjabi folk 

through Guitar.  

Anahita, Jasnoor, Sahana, Aarav Singla, Haribadat and Jasmehar gave a sneak peak into an ethereal 

exhibit of our traditional apparels. Krisha, Prisha, Shenaya and Sahana demonstrated Yoga- a 

traditional art of acquiring the utmost peaceful state of mind, body and soul. The grand finale was 

performed by Karin, Krisha, Arsheen and Jasnoor wherein they enraptured the audience with the most 

energetic, electrifying and contagious traditional folk dance- Bhangra. 

It was an amazing learning session when the students from Mexico spoke about their school and the 

rich culture and traditions of Mexico. The AFS Virtual Class Exchange program helped the Satyans 

appreciate cross cultural norms. As active global citizens, Satyans enjoyed the Intercultural learning 

and learnt to accept and respect differences during the interaction.  
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